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- Research – Expand the K-12 online and blended learning knowledge base through high quality, high impact research;
- Policy – Inform local, state, and national public education policy strategies that reinforce and support online and blended learning opportunities for the K-12 community;
- Innovation – Experiment with new technologies and online learning models to foster expanded learning opportunities for K-12 students; and
- Networks – Develop human and web-based applications and infrastructures for sharing information and implementing K-12 online and blended learning best practices.

Michigan Virtual dedicates a small number of staff members to MVLRI projects as well as augments its capacity through a fellows program drawing from state and national experts in K-12 online learning from K-12 schooling, higher education, and private industry. These experts work alongside Michigan Virtual staff to provide research, evaluation, and development expertise and support.

Introduction

This report documents online course designers’ work as they designed courses that were accessible to all students, particularly those with disabilities. Online learning has gained tremendous momentum as a method of K-12 instructional delivery (Gemin, Pape, Vashaw, & Watson, 2015; Picciano, Seaman, & Day, 2015). In fact, Project Tomorrow (2014) reported that the percentage of traditional students taking at least one online course rose from 24% in 2006 to 50% in 2013. Unfortunately, The National Education Policy Center reported that one in 10 students enrolled in a virtual school has a disability, yet virtual schools—both those that have been initiated by states and those sponsored by corporations—invest little in this population (Moore & Kearsley, 2015). While online learning research has embraced personalization as the primary strategy for meeting the learning needs of all learners, some students require the individualization promised by the Individuals with Disabilities Act in Education (IDEA 2004). Negative outcomes for students with disabilities who enroll in online courses in virtual schools include high attrition and generally poor achievement (Franklin, Rice, East, & Mellard, 2015). These unacceptable outcomes are part of the generally low performance of at-risk students—the fastest growing segment of virtual student enrollments and the segment of which many students with disabilities are a part (Miron, 2016).

Some negative outcomes might be resolved with parent involvement in greater quantity and of higher quality (Borup, Stevens, & Waters, 2015; Waters, Menchaca, & Borup, 2014) and/or greater emphasis on the development of non-cognitive skills, such as self-regulation of learning in online settings (Rice & Carter, 2016). However, creating accessible instructional materials should also be a high priority, and instructional designers play a major role in their creation (Deshler, Rice, & Greer, 2014; Rice, 2017, Rice, 2018). The simple definition of accessibility is to make materials that everyone—regardless of disability—can access. Institutions that receive federal funding are required by Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to make web materials optimally accessible, but with the acknowledgement that there are various financial and practical constraints (Jaeger, 2004, 2006, 2008). Further, industry has responded with products that are supposed to foster and communicate consensus through training, certification, and rubric-building procedures (Geonnourmis, 2015). Even so, some scholars argue that ultimately, accessibility is not merely a matter of attending to a checklist, but a matter of institutional vision (Mulliken & Djenno, 2017).

While many acknowledge that online learning—particularly participation in fully virtual schooling—holds considerable potential for increased access to different types of courses, credit recovery, and personalization, there is no guarantee that these benefits will be realized on their own (Barbour, Archambault, & DiPietro, 2013). Instead, courses must be made accessible to students through proactive course design. When courses are truly accessible, students with disabilities not only have the chance to enroll in online courses, but they also can learn from the content presented to them in the courses (Moore & Kearsley, 2011). During the course design process, accessibility is often approached by embracing orientations such as personalized learning (Drexler, in press), Universal Design for Learning (Rose, 2000), and/or an independent Section 508 audit (Jaeger, 2004). Key features of accessibility that can be included in course design under these three orientations are:

- Organization of content around objectives, goals, aims, and/or themes
• Presentation of content in multiple formats
• Strategic, incremental presentation of content
• User choices about when and how to engage with content
• Hypermedia support features for comprehension of text, image, and sound
• Information for users regarding upcoming content or points of difficulty
• User choices for products that demonstrate mastery
• Opportunities for collaboration with instructions and peers

While this list may not seem daunting at first glance, making accessible courses is easier said than done. Teachers, students, parents, and onsite mentors rely on course materials to learn or help someone else learn the content that has been promised in the course. Research with online instructors has found that they lean heavily—sometimes exclusively—on the course curriculum materials and resources provided to them by designers. In these cases, teachers report difficulties in seeing how to deliver individualized instruction as outlined in IDEA to students using those materials because the materials have not been designed to be accessible and/or because the design of the course prevents teachers from making changes or modifications for individual students (Rice & Carter, 2015; Carter & Rice, 2016).

Experts in course design, by contrast, have reported that they feel their work is to design a template of curriculum materials for a general population of students, but that teachers, parents, and on-site mentors must be the ones to individualize for students with special needs, even when other personalization features are embedded in the course (Rice, Mellard, Pace, & Carter, 2016). Thus, while online learning, with its promise of flexibility, holds potential to mitigate multiple dilemmas in providing high quality education to large numbers of students, new challenges are also introduced. One challenge is that taking a course online requires new or alternatively applied instructional design and delivery practices (Dick & Carey, 2005). Course materials would then be accessible and easier for all teachers and all students to use (Archambault & Crippen, 2009; Picciano & Seaman, 2008).

With these understandings in mind, the purpose of this inquiry was to examine the practices around accessibility of two teams of course designers as they wrote Algebra II courses in a large virtual school program. During the study, specific attention was given to barriers that course designers encountered for making content accessible and the strategies that members of the team employed as they worked. This technical report is intended to support the work of course design where instructional materials are made with attention to disability.

**Conceptual Framework**
Understanding how course design work has been conceptualized is crucial to learning from the course designers who participated in this study. Paramount was the understanding that online learning is a phenomenon where one group of individuals plan the course and another group of individuals teach the course. In traditional settings, it has been recommended that curriculum planners, implementers, and evaluators should be the same person or group of people (Bullough, 1992; Clandinin, Connelly, & He, 1997; Danforth, 2015; Dewey, 2013; Olson, 1995). The new division of roles where course designers, technical design staff, and teachers do their work mostly independently has left gaps in understanding how to design effective courses (Adelstein & Barbour, 2016).
Another important concept is that course design for online work draws heavily on general principles of design, such as those in engineering and art, rather than being an activity rooted in social justice or equity; this is important when considering how to design courses where students with disabilities or other exceptionalities can be successful. For example, Johansson-Sköldberg, Woodilla, and Çetinkaya (2013) traced the history of design thinking. They argued that there were five hierarchical approaches to design. These are highlighted in Figure 1.

1. The conception of design as the mere creation of artifacts;
2. Design as a reflexive practice;
3. Design as a problem-solving activity;
4. Design as a way of reasoning and making sense of things; and
5. Design as the creation of meaning.

Figure 1. Approaches to design

Another critical understanding about course design as professional work is the idea that the task as well as the level of experience drives the way in which designers do their work. For example, 16 designers (eight of whom were regarded as experts based on the number of years in the field and eight of whom were considered novices) participated in a think-aloud activity for a fictional design task (Kim & Ryu, 2014). Researchers found that expert course designers focused heavily on problem framing while novices spent their time problem solving. However, the divide between framing and solving of problems may not be as simple when designers are attempting to consider the complexities of serving different learners with different needs.
It was also interesting to researchers that the novices tended to think about how much the users would enjoy their fictional products at the affective level. Alternatively, the experts in the study thought about the individual attributes of the product’s design from a distance. The researchers characterized this difference as a tension between artifact empathy and person empathy, which suggested that different relationships to users and products activates different orientations to tasks and thus requires different literacies. In the case of the courses for the current study, the researcher considered that there were multiple types of diverse users of the course that the designers were going to design. These users included adults such as online teachers, on-site mentors, and parents who have a variety of skills for supporting children in online settings. In addition, the researcher expected that there would be students with ranges of experiences and commitment to the class; therefore, the researcher was looking for evidence that designers attended to these multiple levels of users.

In another study, Rapanta and Cantoni (2013) conducted an analysis of designer discourse (15 design meetings). They were interested in the role of relation to user as an element of designer empathy. In their findings, they noted that designers with more experience in the field were more likely to exhibit less interest in user needs. They also found the user-oriented discussion that took place was not grounded in knowledge or data regarding the learners for whom they were currently designing, but rather in their own experiences with online courses. In the case of students with disabilities, these findings favor course designers who have a disability that have also taken online courses.

As a response to their findings, Rapanta and Cantoni (2013) suggested design teams add user experience anticipation exercises to team meetings and spend more time constructing scenarios about how students and instructors might experience designs. Based on this understanding about users and the likelihood that relating to and understanding users was a focus that degraded with disciplinary experience, Rapanta and Cantoni invited further research on this topic: “Although e-learning designers try to empathise with learners and tutors, the extent to which they can do so effectively is in doubt” (p. 775).

Methods and Strategies
This phenomenological study was carried out using several strategies common to ethnography (van Manen, 1990). Artifact collection and analysis were conducted over the course of approximately seven months. The participants in this study were members of two course design teams at a virtual school sponsored by a Midwestern state. A course design team consisted of a course designer and a course content specialist. Both teams were supervised by a course development manager. One course content specialist was a college professor who had experience teaching math at the college level and teaching math methods to prospective math teachers. The other was an experienced math content writer with a background in education and mathematics. All team members had five or more years of experience designing courses.

Data Sources
Several sources of data informed this study, including recorded weekly meetings, instant message logs, course design documents, and resources for course design provided by the virtual school.
where the course was being designed. In addition to these major data sources, several emails sent back and forth between the researcher and team members were collected.

**Recorded Weekly Meetings**
The first major sources of data were the recorded Google Hangout meetings of both course design teams. These meetings ranged from 15 minutes to over 100 minutes sometimes. The course designers met with the course content specialists at least once a week to report on their progress and ask questions about content or structure of the courses. The course development manager supported the teams during these meetings as needed. During the meetings, the researcher spoke with the participants and answered their questions regarding resources for accessibility. Initially, the researcher tried to keep a low profile and muted her microphone or cut her video, but the team members wanted to see and hear her periodically. So, while she tried not to assume a role as a full member of the team, she did not assume invisibility either. During this study, approximately 40 meetings for each team were held, for a total of 80 meetings.

**Instant Message Logs**
In addition to weekly meetings, there were three sets of logs generated within several Google Hangouts: one log for each of the two teams and a collective one. In these messages, team members asked questions about design, reported difficulties, sought advice, and checked on deadlines. They also shared resources for instructional materials. The researcher responded to messages when it was appropriate and sent resources that she thought were related to a group’s current task. Over the course of the study, approximately 200 messages were exchanged.

**Course Design Documents**
Each team had a set of documents outlining the objectives of the courses and mapping the progression of content through the courses. These were usually the focal documents of the weekly meetings. Members of both teams had access to each other’s documents, as did the researcher. The researcher only viewed these design documents and did not add information to them.

**Course Design Resources Compiled During the Study**
During the study, members of the design team shared resources with each other. These were in the form of links to web pages as well as other documents. Many of these, though perhaps not all, were shared with the researcher. Some examples of the resources the researcher accessed included OpenStax materials from Rice University when one team was identifying resources for teaching complex numbers. Another example was Wolfram Alpha, a computational engine available over the Internet. There were also numerous clips from Khan Academy and YouTube about various mathematical concepts. The examples named here are meant to show the range of types of resources; not all the resources have been included.

**Course Design Resources from the Virtual School**
The virtual school where the study was conducted offered video and other resources in the form of articles and industry papers to course designers and course content specialists. These materials were provided in training programs initially, but then were also available to team members as they wished to review them. The materials reflected what the researcher considered very standard instructional design techniques (i.e., identify an objective, design an activity that matches the
objective, make sure that activities are engaging for students, and then evaluate outcomes. The school had an agreement to use Algebra II courses from another virtual school. They had been offering a version of the other school’s course for several years. The course development manager indicated that the reason for building their own course was to reduce delivery costs and because school-level leaders requested a new course as part of a new course marketing model. The researcher viewed the materials from the course the school was currently using and occasionally referenced them in meetings. No materials among those offered from the institution focused specifically on disability.

**Data Analysis**

Content analysis techniques were used to analyze data from multiple sources. Content analysis involves gathering a corpus or body of information and then organizing that information to identify themes, concepts, or key ideas. The goal of content analysis is to prepare the researcher to make inferences about large amounts of data (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Moreover, the type of content analysis in this current study was conventional. A conventional content analysis is generally used in describing a phenomenon (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Researchers use this type of design when existing theory or research literature on a phenomenon is limited. During the coding process, the researcher avoided using preconceived categories (Cho & Lee, 2014). Instead, she allowed categories and names for categories to emerge from the data. Another strategy that she used, which is typical for this type of analysis, was to immerse herself in the data to allow new insights to emerge. In this way, categories were developed inductively (Hanington, 2015). This was important since the goal of the study was not to find out whether the course met a researcher’s definition of accessible, but how the course design teams conceptualized and implemented their vision of accessibility.

After the content analysis, data were coded using open and axial coding germane to grounded theory procedures commonly adopted in qualitative research (Charmaz, 2006). Next, data underwent an additional round of analysis to identify barriers and ensure that all possible strategies course designers might use had been identified.

**Findings**

This study was a phenomenological inquiry into the literacies of accessibility as displayed by two online course design teams over the course of seven months as they worked to build an Algebra II course.

**Barriers to Accessible Course Design**

Three types of barriers emerged during the data analysis process. These are highlighted in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Barriers to accessibility in the Algebra II online course design teams

Some of these barriers were ideological or belief-based on the part of the team members. Other barriers emerged because of the nature of working within institutions. Finally, there were technological barriers that prevented accessibility. These barriers are depicted with small areas of overlap because of the phenomenological way in which the data were collected. In paying attention to the context, it was possible, for instance, to see how technological barriers may grow out of the fact that the institution provides or sponsors certain technologies and therefore contributes to a technological device or program being a barrier. Also, institutions both promote and exclude (officially or unofficially) certain ways of thinking. This was going to be especially true in a group of designers where some were the consistent, contracted employees of the organization and some were working as subcontractors. As the barriers are reported in these frames, overlap (where it was found to be sufficiently prominent) has been noted. These barriers were named as such because they presented substantial challenges to the course design process. As per the mission of the study, the words “barrier” and “challenge” do not imply that the ideas presented were insurmountable or ultimately prohibitive to accessibility. Nevertheless, the framing of barriers does articulate what circumstances gave the teams pause and caused them to engage strategically to determine how to make the courses fit their vision of accessible.

**Ideological Barriers**

The ideological or belief-based barriers faced by the teams were about math content and about the students with disabilities.

During discussions about how to write alternative text for graphs and images, both course designers asserted a belief that math is a mostly visual discipline and “saying the math aloud” can be
confusing or clunky. This made it difficult to conceptualize how to add linguistic information that would be helpful for students with visual impairments, but also for learners who merely preferred to learn by hearing or reading versus seeing. In other cases, moving between the visual and the verbal in mathematics simplified the math, but that presented issues with assessment. The notion of simplification through verbalization presented issues for how to write alternative text. In many cases, such as when working with functions, describing the graph provided all or most of the solution. Thus, whichever way math was conceptualized with regards to the relationship between the visual and the verbal, it was a barrier to the course design process. One course content specialist wrote the following message describing the challenge.

The challenge is since they are translations of parent graphs, we need to avoid describing their distance from the origin, but focus more on the shape and points that they pass through. If you need me to write the alt text, just let me know. I will be happy to.

Another barrier was the conceptualization of who was taking the course. Further, the teams discussed the number of Algebra II students enrolled for credit recovery, those who enrolled for other reasons, and whether individuals who took the course would or would not have a deep interest in mathematics and desire to take more math. The designers considered why students with disabilities might be taking their courses. In addition, some members of the teams wondered whether and to what extent students with severe disabilities already had equipment or technology that would enable them to access instructional materials, regardless of how it was designed. During these times, the course content managers offered information about who was taking these courses and for what purposes.

From what the researcher could determine, there was no training for user empathy available in the instructional materials for instructional designers. However, the course design manager reported that the entire team was reading a book about design accessibility.

**Institutional Barriers**

In addition to ideological barriers, institutional pressures also presented challenges to accessible design.

The design teams strove to generate courses that met Quality Matters (QM) standards. The need to score well on the QM review was important to the teams because they sensed the way in which the institution saw its value. Sometimes, however, there was confusion about what QM required and whether the requirements ran counter to what would benefit diverse students. For example, one of the course content specialists believed that under the QM rubric, point deductions occurred when website links were added that led the user out of the course. However, often links were necessary to send students to a site for support or additional examples. In addition, the course content specialist indicated that she had read data from the virtual school indicating that students liked the links and visited them when they were provided. The overall course design manager indicated that the deductions would only occur when the link led to adult content. After some discussion and checking with QM, the course development manager was deemed correct. Afterward, there was discussion within this team about how to find the particular clip from YouTube and access it without the advertisements on the side that would cause deductions in the QM review.
Also, the designers were encouraged to use Open Educational Resources (OERs) since they are free and regarded to save time overall. However, as could be expected, many of these resources were not ready for immediate use or had other issues. One course content specialist described her impression of some of the materials.

I definitely wish we had access to some more visually appealing videos, ones that show real life application or are more engaging versus just someone with a board. If they didn’t take so long, I would make them; but I am a very slow video creator.

Even though they provided a starting point for course content specialists, OERs required heavy revising to fit the flow of the new course. Further, most of the examples offered for Algebra II concepts are abstract, rather than practical or real-world. Although the OERs were time-saving in some ways, they seemed to require additional time to revise for greater accessibility. This comment from the course design manager illustrates this challenge:

We either have to write all the content ourselves and still make it accessible, or we use OER as a starting place and make that content accessible. OER will save us time nearly every time. OER has nothing to do with accessibility.

These circumstances speak to the larger conversation in the field of educational web course design where there is a lack of clarity and consensus about what constitutes sufficient effort to make courses 508 compliant (e.g., How do we know when we have done due diligence?). This is an ongoing concern for institutions receiving monies from the federal government who are required to be compliant (Jaeger, 2004, 2006, 2008).

**Technological Barriers**

Although technologies are often thought of as enabling accessibility, this is not always the case.

For example, materials that are going to be read through screen readers must have alternative text. This text is not generated automatically. Someone must write it, which requires time and training. The amount of time in testing the ALT-Text or other accommodations, as well as repairing the minor glitches introduced when accessibility features are added, was a major barrier in this study. For example, the instructional designers had to run extra tests with the script of the problems to ensure that what a student saw on the screen was what the teams wanted them to see. Figure 3 is an example from the course illustrating the complexity of the display of the numbers.
Figure 3. Visual display complexity

In this screenshot, one can see how demonstrating synthetic division requires number display that attends to direction, and arrows are needed to show users that the numbers will move.

To run complex visual displays, the HTML/XTML language is also complex, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Another complication occurred because even though designers were using SoftChalk, there were challenges when trying to interface SoftChalk with screen reading technologies. These challenges were especially likely to arise with complex equations, which was especially frustrating to teams since the documentation provided in SoftChalk’s Volunteer Product Accessibility Tool (VPAT) indicated that the program was accessible. The teams found that free screen readers do not appear to read the alternative text tags produced within the program. The course design specialist overseeing the project indicated that substantial time was spent researching the problem and consulting with the company that created SoftChalk, but no resolution was reached. In the end, the course design specialist and consulting colleagues elected to trust the company’s VPAT.

Strategies for Overcoming Barriers to Accessibility
During this study, three types of strategies were identified. These strategies were employed for addressing barriers holistically rather than within the context of a single source (institutional, technological, ideological). These strategies may hold potential for helping course designers overcome the barriers they face in making content more accessible.

Content Organization
The desire to pass the QM review and adhere to institutional goals and norms merged with the need to make accessible content as teams paid close attention to the objectives for each unit and lesson. The objectives and their clear and consistent articulation also reflect a value the institution has for demonstrating alignment to standards and are in accordance with what they believe about good instructional design. The objectives were written and re-written many times throughout the design process. The following is a conversation about the content specialist’s work to understand the relationship between QM review and requirements for objectives.
Course content specialist: There seems to be some confusion. I am getting different information from different people. Do we want the objectives to be written as guiding questions or statements?

Course designer: We definitely need statements for QM, but we also put them in the lessons as questions. We believe they are more useful to students as questions because they provide them with a means of self-assessing as they progress through the lessons.

Course content specialist: I am open to whatever the group wants to do if we are consistent. In regards to QM, questions are fine as long as the verbs are measurable. So, something like “Describe” and “How would you describe” would both work.

Course designer: Questions are not fine in QM even if the verbs are measurable, based on our experience going through the QM review process. We have had to add the objective statements even though we have the statements posed as questions with measurable verbs. This has happened every time we did not have the objectives written as statements. So we have just moved toward including the statements as well as the questions.

Course content specialist: We are using the standards as the unit objectives, and each is brought down to the applicable lesson; they include the measurable verb. We are also including only the part of the standard that the lesson covers; in some cases there are multiple objectives or concepts covered in one standard, so we are sure to only use the part of the standard that the lesson addresses. I list these in the unit overview so QM sees these at the beginning of every unit. The guiding questions are written in the lessons themselves to help guide the students and think about what they will learn in the lesson.

This interest in identifying objectives as incremental ideas for instructional delivery was also a prevalent element in the training materials that the members of the design teams were using. The researcher supposed that the goal was to see content pieced into very small tasks with clear objectives; accessibility could be bolstered by helping students know what they were supposed to learn and, therefore, helping them access the content. However, the course manager disagreed with this assessment, saying that the group never discussed how objectives related to accessibility.

**Content Presentation**

The course designers also paid close attention to the presentation of the content. One team worked carefully to incorporate thematic ideas from lesson to lesson that would create coherence. This team also changed the pronoun language in the materials to directly address the student (e.g., You will learn ...) to simplify the other aspects of language (commands to do a task, action verbs, feedback, and more). The other team considered ways that they might introduce group work and project-based learning for some concepts. In addition, the course development manager stressed that content presentation in alternative formats and videos with captions were the primary strategies for increasing accessibility. The school also hired a separate contractor to write equations that would be compatible with the instructional delivery and learning management system. One of the course designers reported on one of these efforts.
I ran the first set of the script through Blackboard math editor, then copied the Bb generated equation to [the] SC [SoftChalk] math editor, then it displayed correctly.

In the cases where videos had already been captioned or transcribed but were deemed inadequate, they were professionally captioned and or transcribed. This work was completed by a captioning service who was not involved in the study.

**Advocacy**

As the course designers worked, they became more interested in conceptualizing the learners as well as the environments in which students would work. One team began asking questions about what on-site mentors might know about supporting students and suggested training materials for them. As these seeds of interest grew to advocacy, the designers began to think of their work as a task not just where they wrote instructional materials, but where they made opportunities for students. These interests may have emerged through working with the course as well as during the book study they engaged in together.

**Discussion**

The findings of this study suggest that course design work requires the negotiation of ideological, institutional, and technological barriers that threaten the accessibility of content. This accessibility is vital for the participation, persistence, and positive learning outcomes of students with disabilities enrolled in online courses. Further, there are implications for this work that resonate in the practice of designing and delivering online courses, the research on course design, and the policies that govern course design evaluation and monitoring.

**Addressing Ideological Barriers**

Course designers benefit from as much understanding of their course audience as possible. Further, there may be a host of unexamined societal norms that include the supposition that a person with a disability should fend for themselves because there are so few individuals with certain disabilities that inadvertently permeate tasks like course design. If meeting the guidelines of Section 508 is important, however, it does not matter if one person needs audio support or if 1,000 do. Further, course designers were supported in their thinking that there were few students with disabilities in their courses by data. However, one reason the students might not be in a course is because that course is inaccessible. If full inclusion is a goal, then the training materials could be updated to provide information about accessibility in general, as well as how students with certain types of disabilities are accommodated.

**Addressing Institutional Barriers**

Scoring high on QM reviews and attending to design directives takes a lot of time; much of this time is to ensure that teams are working efficiently and there is some standard for evaluation. The question is not whether there should be quality standards, but whether the QM (or any set) are the right standards to judge every goal. The course development manager cited additional standards used in the past and cross-walked standards in addition to those of QM. In applying the standards and gathering data on whether students are successful in the courses (including who is successful and under what circumstances), this and other institutions can make decisions about improvements to courses and improvements to standards.
Addressing Technological Barriers
Although it may be easy for an organization to say that they have done due diligence when the software is not available, the willingness of the course designers to advocate for on-site mentor information could be carried into the software world. If large organizations are not demanding software that enables accessible content, there is no reason to believe that software companies will do it of their own accord. Working with these companies to identify accessibility needs and make personalization preferences known could make a difference over time.

Conclusion
This study sought to describe the work of making courses accessible to students with disabilities. The findings highlight the barriers and opportunities the course design teams faced as they grappled with the complexity of creating accessible courses. Specifically, the descriptions here challenge the notion that accessibility is merely a matter of automation using programs or motivation within individuals and groups. Instead, accessibility is something that grows out of a constellation of institutional affordances and professional knowledge over time as a course comes to be. This study was phenomenological in nature, and therefore, no direct generalizability is implied in the findings.

Instead, this work offers the opportunity for resonance with other K-12 online programs who employ course designers, particularly if those designers work in teams. Administrators in these programs might ask themselves questions such as:

1. What materials are provided to course designers?
2. What do these materials imply about our orientation to accessibility?
3. What do we have to do to give designers the time they need to do their work well?
4. How can we ensure that we are constantly updating our technological infrastructure so that design reflects the best available resources for accessibility?
5. How can we make sure that course designers know who our learners are and what we think are important outcomes for them?

With the likelihood that online learning will continue to grow and design work will continue to fragment, rather than become more cohesive, supporting the literacies of course design is a promising pathway to courses that are both more accessible and enjoyable for students.
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